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Christchurch (Canterbury) were coping with the impact of both a 7.1 magnitude earthquake 4 September 2010 and a more devastating (to life and architecture) 6.3 magnitude earthquake on 22 February 2011, including thousands of aftershocks (see Wilson 2013) . Although I had initially planned to go to Christchurch to research how such a devastating event affected individual households, my feminist politics told me that I should not go. I was not comfortable flying into Christchurch 'from the outside' with no direct personal connection to the city nor the disaster. Thus I shifted the focus of the research away from communities in Canterbury toward households relocated to an area where I live, the Waikato region of the North island of Aotearoa New Zealand. Scholars are slowly beginning to acknowledge the powerful politics of (not) seeing disasters as an opportune research possibility (Brun 2009; Gaillard and Gomez 2015; Lund 2012) , and I consider this a core strength of a feminist project.
I draw on feminist geographies to inform and extend a number of interdisciplinary areas. The emotional and affectual impacts of disasters are profound and yet remain relatively unexamined in disaster literature. Emotion and affect are embedded in the experiences of people who survive a disaster in a multitude of ways. By drawing on emotional geographies, bodies that move, bodies that are moved emotionally and bodies that have the potential to move others are of central concern. The thesis maps out an ontology of relocation, a disaster space that is frequently overlooked. Relocation is a valid and important response to disaster, it also has huge emotional impacts on survivors. For example, Loren states that, When I say I couldn't get to my son and I was terrified and I was crying and I didn't know if my son was okay -I mean there were power lines down and silt [from liquefaction] with raw sewerage up to my waist in parts -it was a nightmare. I don't think people understand, they don't realise it's not over quickly -it's not like you move away and everything's okay Hutcheson forthcoming) . Second, the research analysed how feelings and moods were far more complex and entangled than anticipated, sometimes deployed strategically, sometimes laid bare. Although relocation was desired and initiated by participants, they often felt a deep sense of guilt and ambivalence. Ambivalence was prevalent in all interviews, Alexis mentions that, It's [relocation] like being wrenched away from everything you know, our house was smashed, unliveable, we didn't know anyone up here [Waikato] but I moved for the kids. The kids are safe now and my relief at that is profound. But, we left behind everything, family, work, friends, yeah, everything. And it became very clear to me that the kids and I are alone in our grief and alone in our loss and that still really hurts [Interview 7 October 2011]. Third, the work also considered how the built environment impinged on accounts of respondents. The role of memory was used to sketch city life in both Canterbury and Waikato. Favourite places, key sites and architecture tether memory to place and allow descriptions of both place attachment and place severance to be described. Yet overall, I placed most importance on the specific needs of participants and the feminist politics of giving voice to their experiences. Incorporating people into disaster analyses means adding the often gritty and confronting emotions of people who witness catastrophic events and feminist geography is crucial to taking us there.
